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• Many advances in artificial intelligence (AI) for health care using deep neural
networks have been commercialized. But few AI tools have been implemented in
health systems. Why has this chasm occurred?

• Transparency, suitability, and adaptability are key reasons.
• For the information technology (IT) teams, there is the concern that input data

are drawn from outside the health setting and the algorithm performance,
source code, and input data are unavailable to review.

• Many commercial AI applications are in radiology, but few are supported by
evidence from published studies.

• And there are concerns that the algorithms were tested and validated using
retrospective, in-silico data that may not reflect real-world clinical practice.

• Regulators reviewing a company’s AI data are privy to considerable data, but
these data are usually unavailable to health system IT teams or clinicians.





This helped



Lab B has AI-TIL assay and pursues 
FDA-approval

Lab A has AI-TIL assay and pursues 
FDA-approval

Medical Device Development Tool

AI-Grand Challenges using clinical trials

Submission to the FDA



Why the TILs?
TILs: Tumor Infiltrating Lymphocytes = immune cells





Low incidence of DMFS in high sTILs group

DMFS
15 years

sTILs < 30% 39% (36-42)

sTILs 30%-75% 16% (12-19)

sTILs ≥ 75% 1.9% (0-3.4)

TILs in <40 year old TNBC, with 15-year FU, untreated; J Clin Oncol. in press



- For TPC arm, the yellow 
and red curves 
represent the TILs≥5% 
and TILs<5%, with little 
difference observed

- For Pembro arm, there 
is separation according 
to the median TILS cut-
off consistent with 
testing as a continuous 
measure

Loi et al., SABC2019



What are the potential issues?



How to score the TILs 
using visual and 
computational 
procedures.

Should a computational method 
follow the internationally 
accepted method that has proven 
clinical validity?

Is there a ground truth? The 
pathologists or outcome?

NPJ Breast Cancer. 2020 May 12;6:16. doi: 
10.1038/s41523-020-0154-2.



Pathologists score 
TILs as a 
percentage.

Should a 
computational 
pathology method 
also assess TILs as 
a %?

NPJ Breast Cancer. 2020 May 12;6:16. doi: 
10.1038/s41523-020-0154-2.



Why Clinical Trials?



An AI-assay is an 
assay like all 

other assays and 
the same 

principles apply.

Evidence category Definition

Analytical validity Demonstration that the performance characteristics 
of the biomarker-based test are acceptable in terms 
of its sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, precision, and 
other relevant performance characteristics using a 
specified technical protocol (which may include 
specimen collection, handling and storage 
procedures).

Clinical validity Demonstration that the biomarker-based test 
acceptably identifies, measures, or predicts the 
concept of interest, where “concept” refers to a 
clinical, biological, physical, or functional state, or 
experience.

Clinical utility Demonstration that use of the biomarker-based test 
will lead to a net improvement in health outcome or 
provide useful information about diagnosis, 
treatment, management, or prevention of a disease. 
Clinical utility includes the range of possible benefits 
or risks to individuals and populations.







About Grand Challenges



What is a challenge?

Research question
Clinical application

Training data

Test data

Evaluation metrics

Motivation Organizers Participants

Train ML model

Test results

Methods ranked

Typical pattern of a type-1 challenge



• Many papers are published every year presenting and validating a “new” algorithm for 
solving a particular task in medical image analysis

• For many tasks, multiple algorithms are presented
• Obvious question: which one works best? 
• Hard to say because they are typically tested on separate, locally collected, data sets
• Code is typically not shared
• Data sets are typically not shared

• This may change slowly because of the demand for open and reproducible science and FAIR data

Why a challenge?

Challenges can solve this issue because they offer fair comparison of 
algorithms on the same data

Slide adapted from a presentation of Bram van Ginneken



The PANDA challenge

    
   

   
   

  
   

Gleason 
grade

Suspected 
prostate 
cancer

Gleason 3 Gleason 4 Gleason 5Benign

Worse prognosis

Prostate biopsy

Nature Medicine, 2022; Slide courtesy of Wouter Bulten



Training data:

10.000 biopsies from Radboud 
and Karolinska

Test data:

2.000 biopsies with consensus 
reference standard
(internal and external)

The PANDA challenge

Nature Medicine, 2022; Slide courtesy of Wouter Bulten



Quick 
progression
of solutions

Most of the performance was 
achieved at the start of the 

challenge

The PANDA challenge

Nature Medicine, 2022; Slide courtesy of Wouter Bulten



Joint effort:

Type-2 challenges

2019-present



grand-challenge.org
• web-based
• open-source
• 70,000+ users
• 300 challenges
• 682 algorithms
• Archives
• Reader studies
• Web-based viewers + annotations



tiger.grand-challenge.org



Triple-negative breast cancer and Her2+ BC

Training (390 WSI, 1800 ROIs)
• Manual annotations of tissue and TILs
• Visual TILs scores
• Manual annotations of “tumor bulk”
• Publicly available under CC BY-NC 4.0

https://registry.opendata.aws/tiger/

Publicly available training data



Training data: how did we build it?
WSIROIS WSIBULK WSITILS

• 5 breast pathologists
• Web-based annotations via GC
• 3 pre-selected ROIs/slide
• Tissue and TILs annotated
• Independent annotations
• Consensus for uncertain annotations
• Merging with BCSS and NuCLS projects

• 3 resident pathologists
• Web-based annotations via GC
• Coarse annotations of tumor regions
• Intersect with AI-based tissue mask

• 1 pathologist
• Web-based annotations via GC
• Single TILs score per slide
• Comments on potential pitfalls



We will have two leaderboards, to assess:

1. “Computer vision performance”
• Tissue segmentation (Dice stroma segm. and Dice tumor segm.)
• Lymphocyte detection (FROC analysis)
• Algorithms ranked on a combination of these performance
• Test data: 64 WSIs with 279 manually annotated ROIs

2. “Prognostic value”
• Prediction of cancer recurrence
• Concordance index of multivariate Cox regression model
• Test data: 907 cases from phase-3 trial and clinical practice

Evaluation



Test sets and evaluation

Leaderboard 1 Leaderboard 2 Challenge phase

Experimental test set • 26 WSIs
• 130 ROIs

• 200 WSIs
• 200 patients

• during TIGER
• multiple runs

Final test set • 38 WSIs
• 149 ROIs

• 707 WSIs
• 707 patients

• At the end of 
TIGER

• one run



Goal of TIGER
• Develop open-source AI algorithms for automated TILs assessment

• Source code of awarded algorithms will be released.
• AWS-award of 13K US in credits.

• Boost research and development on AI for automated TILs assessment
• Training data publicly released under CC license

• Validate developed algorithms in a fair using a secure platform
• Platform remains open for future benchmarking

• Identify top algorithms for future research
• Algorithms on grand-challenge as base for potential collaborations
• Correlation between AI and pathologists
• Role of automated TILs in prognosis and treatment response



Code and processing pipelines

pip install wholeslidedata



Code and processing pipelines



THE CATALINA 
CHALLENGE 
(CollAborative
Til vALidatIoN
chAllenge)



%Lymphocyte: baseline and no spatial info.
identified lymphocytes/(sum of all identified cells) * 100
[AbdulJabbar 2020, and several publications]

1

4

5

Fraction of immune 
hotspot: [Nawaz 2015]

Immune-cancer spatial
co-localisation: 
Morisita index [Maley 2015]

2

3

ATL/stromal cell ratio:
proxy of pathology sTIL
[AbdulJabbar 2020]

ITLR:
intra lymphocyte cells/

tumor cell ratio [Yuan 2015]

Immune
clustering

Immune
co-localisation

Immune
spatial
profiling

TIL-ML project

Immune metrics generated using the single-cell 
identification pipeline 



Why a risk-
assessment 
strategy for 
biomarker-

assesment using AI 
in clinical trials?



• Risk: combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the 
severity of that harm (ISO/IEC Guide 51)

• Risk assessment: overall process comprising a risk analysis and a risk 
evaluation (ISO/IEC Guide 51)

What is risk?



The three core pillars of risk-assessment of designing and executing clinical trials including biomarker assessment using AI-Tools

• Risk of inappropriate 
treatment (FN, FP 
results)

• Physical risks of 
sampling

• Risk of loss of data 
confidentiality

Risks to patients

Risk-assessment of AI on BM in clinical 
trials

• Risk to study power/ 
recruitment

• Risks to biobanking
quality, lost or 
damaged samples

• Missing or incorrect 
test results

• Risk to laboratory 
reputation

Operational risks

• Inadequate 
preliminary data/lack 
of QA

• Poor platform/assay 
selection

• Poor assay 
performance

• Central vs. real-world 
testing

• Future test availability
• Risks to biomarker 

adoption

Risks to BM 
development

Actionable recommendations 



Item Risk Risk mitigation strategies TRIPOD 

Specimen 
type and 
collection 
procedure

Different tissue preparation 
and pre-analytic factors 
introduce artefacts and 
noise (i.e. batch effects) 
and limit generalizability 
and reproducibility.

1. Standardize and report the following pre-analytic factors:
- Tissue of origin
- Preparation (FFPE, frozen, tissue microarray, cytology, etc)
- Staining type (H&E, IHC, ISH, etc). 
- Staining procedure (reagents, vendors, concentrations, etc). 

2. In a multi-centric, distributed setting, standardize tissue 
preparation and shipping.

4a

Scanning / 
Digitization 
procedure

Variable scanning 
parameters can limit the 
applicability of CP models 
in different settings. 

1. Clear reporting of scanning procedure, including:
- Scanner type and model
- Scanning magnification and other settings
- Visual inspection of physical slides (eg. wiping off “marker” ink)

2. Visual assessment after scanning (eg. illumination, staining or 
stitching artifacts).

4a

Whole-Slide 
Image 
standards

Non-standard formats and 
opaque image 
preprocessing procedures 
limit interoperability and 
broad applicability of CP 
models.

1. Consider using standard WSI image formats. If not applicable, 
provide details on accessing WSI data and details on image 
compression, magnification levels, etc. 
2. Consider the use of a DICOM standard for interoperability. 
3. Describe any post-scanning color management and image 
processing.

4a





Solutions to improve the current diagnostic AI/ML algorithm  approval narrative (Work in process)

Industry and academia should (?) be mandated to perform concordance studies with state-of-the-art algorithms or 
standardized controls before an algorithm is submitted. 

Industry should support, in concert with all stakeholders, relabeling or revising approved computational diagnostic assays if there is evidence that the existing labeling may
lead to uncertainty in the identification of patients for treatments.

Industry should support, in concert with all stakeholders, relabeling or revising of computational diagnostic assays if equivalent clinical validity has been demonstrated with
other biomarkers or standards, providing access to clinical trial datasets for validation.

Industry, when considering the incorporation of AI/ML algorithms in their trials, should communicate and share pertinent details when using an algorithm that performs
similar tasks (e.g., similar clinical endpoint, same molecular targets, etc) as in other competitive trials.

Methodological information related to the algorithm design (e.g. neural network architecture in the case of deep learning), hyperparameters, as well as details on the
datasets used for algorithm training, should be made public, even if this information is commercially sensitive.

Pathways for regulatory acceptance of other algorithms that are equivalent but require less computational resources and/or are easier to implement in daily practice, should
be supported by governments and regulatory agencies ideally before an algorithm is labeled together with or as a companion diagnostic.

Early engagement by all stakeholders in External Quality Control Schemes to allow rapid development of guidelines and quality standards is essential, preferably before an 
algorithm is approved by the regulatory agencies.

Clinical practice guidelines developed by professional organizations like ASCO, ESMO, etc…should endorse not just the companion diagnostic assay used in a trial of interest,
but any rigorously analytically validated equivalent computational diagnostic assays that can define the same population as the companion diagnostic.

Regulators should require data confirming the analytical validity of the algorithm in the distributed setting in which it would be applied.



The High Throughput 
Truthing (HTT) Project

• Goal: Create a dataset of
pathologist annotations for 
validating AI/ML models

• Context: TIL assessment to support
• Clinical practice
• Clinical trials

• Multi-stakeholder effort to elicit best practices

• Medical Device Development Tool (MDDT) | FDA

Pathologists

Academia

Health 
SystemsAssociations

Industry

P.I. Brandon Gallas
U.S. FDA – CDRH – OSEL - DIDSR
https://ncihub.org/groups/eedapstudies

https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/science-and-research-medical-devices/medical-device-development-tools-mddt
https://ncihub.org/groups/eedapstudies


Why focus on the TIL assessment?

• Anticipate an influx of artificial intelligence and machine learning 
algorithms to assess TILs

• Community challenges on the computational TIL assessment already 
underway

• TIGER Challenge (https://tiger.grand-challenge.org/)
• CATALINA challenge (https://www.tilsinbreastcancer.org/tils-grand-

challenge/) 

• Want to understand methods to quantify the uncertainty in
reference standards being used by ML algorithms so we can better
understand their performance and applications.

https://tiger.grand-challenge.org/
https://www.tilsinbreastcancer.org/tils-grand-challenge/


HTT Pilot Study
• Data collection in accordance with 

the TILs Working Group guidelines
• Is the ROI evaluable for sTILs?
• Percent of tumor-associated stroma
• Estimated sTIL density

64 Breast Cancer Slides

640 Regions of Interest (ROIs)

7,373 stromal TIL Annotations

• Data collected using both light microscopy and digital annotation 
platforms

• Lessons being applied to a pivotal study currently under 
development

• Pilot Study had higher than desired variance in collected data
• Used an expert panel to create new training materials for the pivotal study
• Developing statistical methods to analyze the nested and correlated data





Lab B has AI-TIL assay and pursues 
FDA-approval

Lab A has AI-TIL assay and pursues 
FDA-approval

Medical Device Development Tool

AI-Grand Challenges using clinical trials

Submission to the FDA



Next steps



In parallel ongoing initiatives
• Finalize the analysis of both private and public challenges.
• Present the data publicly at this forum.
• Progress in the MDDT-development on TILs.

• Publish a “Best Practices Manuscript” (ongoing).

• Develop New Challenges (options will be presented to the Trial groups)



Thank you
Francesco, Brandon, James, Victor, Kate, Sunil, Mohamed, Sarah, Lee, 

Joe, Kim, Yinyin, Khalid, Sherene, Stefan, Carsten, Balazs, Johan, David, 
Lajos, Sybille, Jeannette, Anant, German, David, Damien, Jeroen, Bill, 

Torsten, John, Peter, Stephen,...>700 active people in the TILs-WG.



TIGER team

TIGER is sponsored by AWS
Part of a general sponsorship of AWS and grand-
challenge.org

Winning solutions will receive in total 13,000$ in 
the form of AWS credits 
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